
  

 

REPLACEMENT OF METERS FOR TID COMPLIANCE ROLLOVER PROJECT 

 

This notice serves to inform all Midvaal resident about the TID Compliance rollover project 

that the Engineering Services department is currently undertaking.  

 

All Standard Transfer Specification (STS) prepaid electrical meters will be affected by TID roll 

over on the 24th November 2024.  Any tokens generated after this date and utilizing the 24-

bit TID, calculated on base date 1993, will be rejected by the meters as being old tokens as 

the TID value encoded in the token will have reset back to 0.  

 

To overcome the TID rollover occurrence, all meters will require key change tokens with the 

roll over bit set. In addition to this, the base date of 1st January 1993 will be required to be 

changed to a base date of 1st of January 2014. This process will force the meters to reset the 

TID stack memory to 0. To avoid previously used tokens from being accepted by the meter 

due to the TID stack reset, the key change process changes the meter key at the same 

time. A process is therefore required to allow for the management of this TID Rollover key 

change with the least impact to the utilities and equipment suppliers. 

 

Midvaal have a lot of meters which were manufactured prior to the 1st January 2014 and 

these meters need to be changed as they will not comply with the new STS. To overcome 

this the Engineering Service:  Electrical Department have appointed a Service Provider, 

Musie Electrical, to change all the meters which were manufactured prior to the 1st of 

January 2014 to avoid any inconvenience to the Midvaal residents.  

 

Therefore, the Municipality request all residents of Midvaal to allow or grant access to the 

appointed service provider.  

 

TID Definition  

• The Token Identifier (TID) is a 24-bit field, contained in STS compliant tokens, that 

identifies the date and time of the token generation. It is used to determine if a token 

has already been used in a payment meter. The TID represents the number of minutes 

elapsed since the base date of 1st January 1993. The incrementing of the 24-bit field 

means that at some point in time, the TID value will roll over to a zero value. 

 

STS Definition  

• Standard transfer specification (STS) is a secure message protocol that allows 

information to be transferred between prepaid meters and vending equipment.  
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